
The Evolution of Music, Audio + Technology! A3E. 

The Advanced Audio + Application 
Exchange (A3E) has uniquely targeted 
and is creating a business-to-business 
Exchange, and environment, for the 3 
critical components and communities 
that make up the creative aspect of 
the music and professional audio 
industry: 
 
 Music + Audio Software 

Developers 
 
 Musicians + 
 Audio Professionals 
 
 Music, Audio + Technology 

Manufacturers 

A3E has a very simple mission: to create an Exchange of ideas, information 
and intelligence between audio developers,  professional musicians, audio 
personnel, the creators and innovators of music technologies, instruments 

and software applications  (both established and emerging), along with 
the professional organizations, associations, publications and social 

networks that support that same mission. 
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Geared towards: Software Engineers, Software Programmers, 
Quality Assurance Personnel, Software Architects, Project Managers 
 

Geared towards: Professional Musicians, Record Producers, Film 
Composers, Television Composers, Musical Directors, Sound Designers, 
Mastering Engineers, Recording Engineers, Audio-Visual Mixers, 
Professional Songwriters, Web/Audio Integrators/Designers, Video 
Game Composers, DJs, Remixers 

Geared towards: Product Managers, Marketing Managers, Business 
Development Strategists, Channel Strategists 
 

A3E is completely unique in offering a dedicated and comprehensive conference 
program focused on the highly specialized field of audio software development, 
next-generation music and audio technology, and its integration in live 
performance and studio production by music and audio professionals. 
 
The A3E event will feature participating companies, vendors and cutting-edge 
apps, software, hardware, instruments and audio products that are radically 
changing digital studios, production and performance and unleashing the 
creative process like never before. The A3E product showcase will also highlight 
the tools and technologies that developers will need to further produce cutting 
edge apps. This inclusive event is focused on creating a new exchange between 
these different facets of audio technology and music creation that is unlike any 
event of its kind. 
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